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Genealogical Manuscripts.


2. Gestorum et totius vitae Reverendi in Christo patris domini Thome Chrystalli Abbatis a Kynlos Compendium, a J. Ferrerio Conscriptum, 1535.

Printed for the Bannatyne Club.

3. Wishart de Gestis Jacobi Montisrosarum Marchionis pars secunda. Folio. Imperfect; wanting the first eight pages, and pages 49, 50, and a great deal at the end.

A Transcript in a hand of the last century.

Letters from the Drummonds that settled in Madeira, to the Earl of Perth, 1623. Extracts from various Books, printed either before or since the Writer's time.
"The Portrait of True Loyalty," &c. The history of the family of Gordon, ending with the Siege of Edinburgh Castle. The latter half of the Volume is filled with genealogies and genealogical notes. The whole volume, except some papers at the end of no value, is in the hand of Robert Mylne. 4to.

Another Copy, in a hand of the middle of last century. Small 4to.

A Volume of Collections, by Robert Mylne; chiefly in his own hand. 4to.

1. Genealogy of the House of Drummond, &c.
2. Lumsden's History of the Family of Forbes.
3. Genealogical Accounts of several Families of Scotland, and Notes of Charters.

Notes and Extracts from Original Writs, by Sir James Balfour, and other sources, chiefly regarding families of Fife, but containing much genealogical information, and some historical notes without order. Small 4to, pp. 554.

Copy notes in the handwriting of the late Lord Hailes, taken from a Copy of Douglas's Peerage, belonging to Miss Dalrymple, his Lordship's Daughter.

These have been printed by Mr. Maidment, in Analecta Scotica, Vol. I., p. 160.

A folio Volume, partly occupied by genealogical notes by Macfarlane, in his own hand.

At the end are instances of the occurrence of the word carnalis applied to legitimate progeny.
Sir Richard Maitland's History of the House of Seton, ending with "Chap. 23. Off Lord George, the Fifth of that Name." 12mo. Written in a hand early in the seventeenth century. Acquired lately, having the name of John Baird, 1825, on the first page.

Extracts of Charters by the Earl of Buchan, 1498, to the Carthusians of Perth. Presented by the late Earl of Buchan, 1801.

Sir Robert Gordon's Genealogy or Pedigree of the Earls of Sutherland, transcribed by Alexander Munro, Master of the Musick School at Tain, Anno Domini 1736. Folio, pp. 211.

Printed by Weber, from the original in possession of the Marchioness of Stafford.


At the end are found "Excerpta ex Manucripto Fernensi codice et Dempsteri Ecclesiastica Historia Gentis Seotorum et Vitis Episcoporum Cathaynensium cum Continuuatione Alexandri Rossei," brought down to the same year, 1631. The Register of Fern, from which these Notes are extracted, is not now known to exist. But a Calendar, which belonged to Fern, and which contains many Obits, has recently been found at Dunrobin, and been transcribed.

The Genealogy of Noble Families of Scotland, Vol. II., 1693. Wil. Dunlop. Folio, pages 131. The Families are in alphabetic order of their titles; the first letter being M, the last H.

Sir Ludovick Stewart, of Kirkhill, Advocate, his Collections, with several valuable Additions of Births, Charters, &c., after page 351. All preceding that page being Sir Lewis's Collection, and the rest out of the valuable Collection of Richard Hay, Canon Regular of St. Genevieve, Paris, Prior of St. Piermont, &c., &c. Folio, pp. 433. A Collection of Historical, Legal, and Genealogical Notes, in the hand of Robert Mylne, who has also written the continuation, and a full index. Of the original compiler he says: "This Sir Ludovick was the son of — Stewart, that was deput. to Mr. Alex. Guthrie, who was principal clerk of Edinburgh, 1579."

Mackenzie's Collections. Collection of the most remarkable accounts that relate to the families of Scotland, drawn from their own charters, &c., &c., by Sir George Mackenzie. Folio. In a note prefixed it is stated that this is a copy by Mackenzie, from Lord Carse's Collection, with additions by Mackenzie. The articles are arranged in alphabetic order of Surnames.

1. Genealogical Collections, by Sir Patrick Lyon, of Carse, one of the Lords of Session, in the reign of Charles II. Folio. The first part of this volume is almost identical with the preceding, and yet it can hardly have been the MS. copied by Mackenzie.

2. There are inserted "Some remarks concerning the name of Sibbald." After page 64, and at
the end, is a note in Sibbald's hand, "De familia Bodiana," fol. 66.


A 12mo volume; being nearly a transcript of Mackenzie's Collection. (Above, 34. 3. 19.)

The Genealogy of the House of Drummond, &c., copied from the original MS. by Mr. D. Drummond, 1689. Folio, 66 leaves.

A folio Volume in a hand of the end of 17th century, containing

1. A brief account of the family of Hamilton till 1649. (By Dr. J. Baillie, of Carnbrae.)


1. A short Account of the noble Family of Dunbar, 1554; brought down and written, 1744.

2. A Metrical History of the Earls of Moray, "from the original MS. written in 1554, and now in the hands of Mr. Dunbar, of Grange." Small 4to, neatly written.

Genealogical Collections concerning the surname of Baird and the families of Auchmedden, Newbyth and Sauchtonhall in particular. 8vo.

"Memoirs of the Family of Rose of Kilravock;" founded on the Rev. H. Rose's history, which is preserved at Kilravock, but continued down to 1772. 4to.

The original MS. at Kilravock has been edited by Mr. Innes and printed for the Spalding Club, 1850.

"Jordanhill Papers, 1644—1755." A folio vol., consisting of letters and other documents illustrative of this family, and throwing some light on the families of Ayrshire connected with them.
A small 4to Volume of Scotch surnames and arms, being nearly a transcript of Lord Carse or Mackenzie.

"Genealogical Collections" concerning families in Scotland, extracted from the MS. accounts, &c., of several families in that kingdom, 1750-1.

Vol. I. contains notices of the families of

1. Bethune . . . . page 1
2. Monro, of Fowlis . . . . 51
3. Moncrieff, of that ilk . . . . 59
4. Morton, of Cambo . . . . 71
5. Kinnaird, of that ilk . . . . 81
6. Mackenzie . . . . 88
7. Grant . . . . 163
8. Maclean . . . . 175
9. Mackintosh . . . . 199
10. Lesley . . . . 312
11. Bisset and Fraser of Lovat . . . . 409
12. Oliphant . . . . 425
13. Maule, of Panmure . . . . 473
14. Lawmond . . . . 525
15. Carnegie . . . . 581
16. Martine . . . . 575
17. Schevez, of Kemback . . . . 601

Vol. II. contains notices of the following families:—

1. Forbes . . . . 1
2. Strachan, of Thornton . . . . 101
3. Knox, of Ransfurlie . . . . 121
4. Morton and Douglas, of Lochleven . . . . 141
5. Robertson, of Strowan . . . . 173
6. Fraser, of Dores . . . . 209
7. Fullarton . . . . 241
8. Urquhart, of Cromarty . . . . 273
At page 301 are extracts from the public records concerning the creations and patents of several Scots peers, both extant and extinct.

At page 312 is a list of patents granted to Lords Viscounts, since the erection of that honour, 1603.

At page 315, a list of creations of Lords of Parliament, since that dignity came to be constituted by letters patent.

At page 321, Information for the Laird of Edzell against William, Earl of Lindsay.


At the end are notes of documents illustrating the Family of Nairne.

"Genealogical Notices." 4to. Notes of the occurrence of Family Names, chiefly from the Chartularies, arranged alphabetically.

A Genealogical and Historical Dissertation of the present Royal Family of Great Britain and Ireland. Small 4to.
A 4to Volume. Containing a few Notes on the Genealogies of the following families:—

Muncrief,          Pennicuick,
Lastalrick,        Leask,
Cragingelt,        Wysman,
Maistertoun,       Symondtoun,
Melsdrum,          Feday,
Penceaitlan,        Hunyeth, or Eviot.

"Some Genealogical Collections of the name of Baird." By William Baird, of Auchmedden, 1745-70. 4to.

1. "Historæ compendium de origine et incremento Gordoniae familæ, Johanne Ferrerio Pedemontano authore, apud Kinlos (1545) fideliter collectum."


"Genealogical Collections." A 4to Volume. Consisting of Treatises on the Genealogies of the following families:—

Seton,            Arbuthnot,
Campbell, of Auchenbreck,        Abercorn,
Baird,            Innes.

Notes of Great Seal Charters, from James I. to 1550. Small 4to.

"The Origine and Descent of the most noble and illustrious Familic and Name of Douglas." By David Hume, of Godscroft. 4to.

"Diplomata." A Collection of Patents of Titles of Honour of Peers and Baronets of Scotland, from the reign of Charles II. to that of Queen Anne.

At page 38 is an extent of the Shire of Edinburgh, 2nd March, 1554.
At page 51 is the Constitution of the Order of the Thistle, as restored by Queen Anne. Small 4to.

34. 6. 3.

A Collection of Patents and Birth-briefes, (Diplomata et litterae prosapiæ,) from the time of James VI. to the reign of K. William III. Small 4to.

34. 6. 4.

An Account of many of the Noble Families of Scotland, arranged according to their rank, Dukes, Marquises, Earls, &c. By Robert Mylne. Small 4to.

34. 6. 5.

A Collection of above 700 Names that begin with Mac. By Robert Glen, 1792. 8vo.

34. 6. 6.

Notes of Scotch Genealogies, apparently by Matthew Crawford, Professor of History at Edinburgh, to the beginning of the last Century. Small 4to.

34. 6. 7.

A Note Book of George Crawford. Containing Extracts and Notes on Genealogies, Charters of Mortification, the later Abbots of Holyrood, &c. Small 4to.

34. 6. 8.

A Collection of the most remarkable Accounts that relate to the families of Scotland, &c. By Sir George Mackenzie, of Rosehaugh. 8vo. A neat MS., from the Collection of Robert Mylne, in his own handwriting.

34. 6. 9.

A Volume of Collections, in the hand of Robert Mylne.

1. Ane Alphabetical Index to the book of Collections of Notes of Charters, &c.

2. Ane Extract of the original and succession of the noble house of Drummond. By Mr. John Friebaire, Minister at Madeira.

3. Ane Alphabetical Index of some of the Collections of Master Nisbet, teacher of heraldrie, and of Charters in Lord Morton's Charter Chest.


7. Proceedings against Ministers, &c., during Charles II. reign.


9. Information of the manner of killing Major Meinzie, &c., at Glasgow.

10. Index to Abbot Hayes's First Volume of Charters.

11. Extracts from Abbot Hayes's Chartulary, of Arbroath.


Indexes of the Names occurring in these extracts are given after each.

35. 4. 14. "Manuscript Papers." The subjects are very numerous, consisting of Law Styles, Heraldic Notes, Jacobite Pamphlets, &c., &c.

35. 4. 15. "Manuscript Papers." Folio. A large Collection of Notes of Scotch Genealogies, chiefly in handwriting of George Crawfurd.

34. 3. 4. "Laurus Craufurdiana." "A historickall and Genealogicall deduction of the several families of the surname of Crawfurd, as well such as are extinct as those which are yet extant, from the time of King David I. till the present time." By George Crawfurd. Folio.

34. 3. 9. 1. "Crawfurd's MS. Baronage." Folio.
2. Lists of Scotch Churchmen.

34. 3. 5. "Crawfurd's Genealogical Collections." Folio.

34. 3. 6. "Genealogical Collections." Folio. In Nisbet's handwriting, &c.

34. 3. 10. "Materials for Baronage of Scotland." A Collection of communications made to the Editor of the Baronage of Scotland. 1798—1800.


2. Notes of occurrence of "Merchant Mulierum" and "Heriot."


4. Kirks belonging to Scone.


A Packet, indorsed "Dr. Beatson's Papers, 1831," containing,


2. A Sheet of the Pedigree of the Earls of Kelly, from the creation, 1619, to the end of the 18th Century.


4. The Births and Marriages of the Children of James and Emily, Duke and Duchess of Leinster.

5. Pedigree of the Family of Wishaw, now Lord Belhaven. 1593—1802.

6. An Account of Admiral Lord Keith.
7. Pedigree of the Family of Cassilis, and of the Kennedys of Culzean and Kilkenzie, as descended from Cassilis.

8. An Account of the Family of Turnour, Earls of Wintertoun.

A Treaty of Surnames in general, but especially those of Scotland, by Sir James Balfour. Folio.

"Beatson's Collections." A Collection of Notes and Correspondence of Robert Beatson, chiefly in regard to his undertaking of a Peerage, 1802, &c. Folio.

"Van Bossen's Genealogie." "The Royall Genealogie of the Antient, High Borne, and most Famous Kings of Scotland, which formerly was called Albion, their Descedendance and Successione." Folio. Written by Frederick Van Bossen, a Dane, and dedicated to the Officers of State and others, 12th June, 1688. The Pedigree commences with Gathelus, and comes down to the birth of James, son to King James II.

A Volume of Genealogies of the Nobility of Scotland, in the hand of Sir James Balfour. Folio.

A folio Volume, titled "Balfour's Genealogies," containing,

1. A Copy of the preceding. (33. 2. 39.)


Genealogies of the Nobility of Scotland, in handwriting of Sir J. Balfour. Folio.

A quarto Volume of Collections, by Robert Beatson, for an English Peerage.

A Volume of Letters addressed to the same Person from Noblemen and others, to whom he applied for information regarding their Families.
A small 4to Volume, in Sir J. Balfour's hand, containing the arms of the Nobilitie of Ireland, and of divers Gentlemen of the same Country, 1627. Prefixed is a Catalogue of the Irish Nobility, by the same hand, 1628.

"English Blazonings," &c., "from Guillim and other English Authors of good credit," to which is added the Blazons of some Scots and English Coat Arms, gathered from Ancient MSS., 1713, by R. Mylne. 8vo.

"Skene Papers," a Collection of Papers, chiefly of Private or Family Affairs of Sir John Skene, of Hallyards, and his Descendants, extending from 1590 to the end of the following century, and containing at the end Papers on Scotch Husbandry, Medicine, &c. Folio.


"Orkney Genealogies and Anecdotes, collected by Robert Nicolson, who served as Sheriff Substitute of Orkney, from 1705 to 1814 inclusive."

"Collectanea Domini Davidis Lindesay de Mounthe, militis, Leonis Armorum Regis." This title is in the hand of Sir James Balfour. It contains,

1. An Award of the Constable of France regarding the Precedency of Heralds and Serjeants-at-Arms, 1447.

2. Rules for Combats.

3. The Lawe of Armes within Listis, &c., &c.
A Copy of the same, (Lindesay's Collectanea). It is inscribed "Scrimzeour of Heraldry." Written in a hand of the sixteenth century. Folio.

"Sir David Lindesay, of the Mount, his Heraldry." The Volume has been published in fac simile at Edinburgh.

Illuminate Arms, by J. Sawers. At the end is a transcript of Thomas Crawford's List of Scotch Arms.

A Folio of seventy-two leaves of English Coats of Arms, the Collection of some Herald of the time of James VI., or soon after.

A 4to Volume of Coats of Arms of Kings and Families of Scotland, taken in part from Sir D. Lindesay's Work.


A small 4to Volume of Shields, with Heraldic Bearings for Illustrating the First Rules of Blazoning, but without real Coats of Arms or Names.

"Traite du blazon des Armoires." Small 4to., in a hand of the seventeenth century.


"Account of the Office of Heraulds." Folio. In the handwriting of Macfarlan's copyist.

A 4to Volume. Containing,

1. Statutes of the Garter, by Edward III.
2. Regula pauperum commilitonum Christi, hoc est fratrum templi Salomonis, 1128.
3. Of the points of Worship in Armes, by John Hill, Armourer to Henry IV. and Henry V.
4. The Oaths of Appellant and Defendant before doing their Armes.
5. Another Formulary of Trial by Duel.
7. Form of a Tilting in French.
8. Maniere de faire Chevalier, &c., &c., &c.


A Folio Volume, in a hand of the Seventeenth Century. From Sir J. Balfour's Collection. It contains,

1. Of the Office of Herald.
2. De gubernatione et reformatione officiorum Armorum.
3. De officio comitis Marescalli Anglice.
5. Diploma Comitis Marescalli a Ricardo Rege Angliae.

Sir W. Segar's original institutions of the Princely Orders of Collars, dedicated to James VI. 4to vel.

This has been published in fac simile at Edinburgh.

A Book of English Coats of Arms, said to be a Copy of an Ancient Book of Arms, which Mr. Glover, Somerset Herald, had of Mr. Joseph Holland, by John Wither. 1623.

The Succession of the Imaginary Kings of England, from Brutus to Harold. Written in 1560. 4to.

"The variation of the Armes and Badges of the Kings of England, from the tyme of Brute untill this present yeare of our Lord, 1604." At
the end are blazoned the Arms of James VI., with the motto under, "Beati pacifici."

31. 7. 18. "The Statutes and Ordinances of the Moost Noble Order of Saynt George, named the Gartier." Written in the time of Philip and Mary.

31. 7. 15. "Le Livere de l'ordre du tres Christien Roy de France a l'honneur de Saint Michel." 4to.

31. 7. 16. A small 4to Volume. Containing,
1. The Arms of the Nobility of Scotland, blazoned verbally.
2. List of the Parishes of Scotland.
3. Religious Houses formerly in Scotland; all imperfect.

15. 2. 13. A small 4to Volume, in Sir J. Balfour's hand. Containing,
2. Series regum Scottoium ab anno 1061 ad annum 1629.


33. 7. 10. A Collection regarding the Coronation and Inauguration of Scotch Kings, and the solemnities used at them. 4to.

35. 7. 31. De Constabulariis et officio Constabularii Anglici, 1628. By Sir J. Balfour, in his own hand. 8vo.

15. 2. 18. Notes of Sir James Balfour upon
1. Prices of the cunzie during the reigns of the Jameses and Mary.
2. Ceremonies used at Royal Christenings.
3. Ceremonies and Order of Riding of Parliament. 12mo.

33. 7. 31. An 8vo Volume, in Sir J. Balfour's handwriting.
"This booke contains all yt. Boetius vretts of the Scots Nobilitie, from Maleome ye Second till James the 1st, at quhose death he ends, 1625."

33. 7. 24. "Genealogiae Regum et principum, 1580."

32. 6. 6. "List of the haill Knight Baronets of Scotland, preceeding the Union, with the dates of their diplomas." 4to. In Robert Mylne's handwriting.

13. 2. 6. A Certificate by the Heralds of the English College of Heralds, "testifying that James Balfour, Esq., by, and altour his insicht and knowledge in diverse languages, hes also singular good experience and knowledge in all antiquities and forraine histories," &c., &c. Dated 4th Dec., 1628. 12mo.

33. 3. 2. "Seigneurs qui passerent la mer avec Guillaume I. Folio. The work of a French Herald in the reign of Elizabeth.

33. 7. 5. "De Jure prælationis nobilium Scotiæ;" or ane Memorial of the Evidents, Patents, and Rights produced by sundrie Earls and Lords before the Commissionars, anent the precedence, &c., 1606. By Sir J. Balfour; in his own hand. Small 4to.

33. 7. 6. A Transcript of the preceding. Small 4to.


31. 1. 13.

Off the Military and Equestrian Order of St. Andrew, commonly called the Order of the Thistle. Folio.

34. 4. 15.

A Case, marked on the back, "Ancient Rolls," containing five parchment rolls.

1. A Table of Chronology, or Ancient Genealogies, with something that has been meant for a system of Theology and Morals, arranged in cabalistic figures, in a hand of the fifteenth century.

2. A Roll of Coats of Arms, the names in Sir J. Balfour's hand, with the title, "The Cotts of 267 Knights and Landed Gentlemen of the Kingdom of Scotland, as they were presented to our Soveraine Lady Marie, by the Grace of God Queen of Scotland and Dowager of France, by Sir — Formau, Lyone King of Armes in Anno 1532."

3. "Ane Roll of all the Duckes, Marquisses, Earles, Viscounts, Barrons of Parliament, Bishops and Officers of Estaite, according to their precedence, in this Zeir of God, 1633."


All in the handwriting of Sir James Balfour.

Crests, Mottos, and Supporters of Scotch Nobility, 1631, in the handwriting of Sir J. Balfour. Folio.

A folio Volume, containing,

1. Numerous Genealogical Tables of Scotch Noble Families.

2. "The General State of the Scottish Commonwealth, with the Causes of their often Mutinies and their Discords."

4. The Battle of Balrinnes, 1594, in verse.

A Volume of Heraldic Shields, printed blank; a few of them filled up with Scotch Coats of Arms, blazoned by Sir James Balfour.

"Coates of Armes of the Kings and Noble Families." Collected by Sir James Balfour.

A List of Scotch Surnames, with their Arms, in the handwriting of Sir J. Balfour. Folio.

"A Compendious Explication of all Coats of Armes, in apt terms of Blazon." 18mo.

"Heraldic MS." Coates of Armes of Nobles of England, Scotland, Ireland, Spain, Italy, &c." Small 4to.

"Genealogical and Heraldic Collections." 12mo.

The Alphabet of Honour, or the Succession and Armes of the Kinges, Princes, Dukes, Marquesses, Earles, Barons, and Gentrys of England since the Conquest." Folio.

A Volume of rudely collected Coats of Arms of Scotch Families. Folio.

"A Noble and Memorable Register of all Estates of Nobilitie created or restored with the Conquest, and of such Nobles as were when the Land was conquered by the Normanes." Folio.

A Register, in the handwriting of Sir James Balfour. Containing the Ceremonials used at the Funerals of the following persons, apparently under the direction of Balfour as Lord Lyon:

1. James, Marquess of Hamilton, 1625.

2. Lord Buccleugh, 1634.
3. Earl of Kinnoule, 1635.
4. Countess of Wigton, 1636.
5. Countess of Nithsdale, 1637.

A Volume, in Sir J. Balfour's handwriting. Containing Accounts of the Ceremonies used at the Funerals of
2. King Edward IV.
3. Elizabeth, Queen of Henry VII.
4. King Henry VIII.

A Collection, by Sir James Balfour, of Histories or Descriptions of Coronations of several Monarchs and Princes, thirty-five in number. At the end is the Coronation of the Czarina of Muscovy. 1724. Folio.

Four Quarto Volumes, containing the following:
1. Bartolus de Saxo ferrato de signis et armis.
   (1.) De Militia et Nobilitate.
   (2.) De bellis et actibus exercitatis in eisdem.
   (3.) De nobilitate colorum in Armis depictorum.
   (4.) Regulas per quas colores armorum et ipsa arma clarissime decernuntur.

These Treatises are illustrated by coloured Shields of Arms.

A Roll of Parchment (imperfect.) Containing the Institution and Forty Rules of the Order of the Garter.

A Notarial Instrument, taken upon the delivery of the Regalia of Scotland, by William Wilson, Procurator for William Earl Marischall to David, Earl of Glasgow, Lord Treasurer depute in name of the Lords' Commissioners of the Treasury,
narrating the inventory and particular description of the same. In the Castle of Edinburgh. 26th March, 1707.

A Notarial Instrument of Copies of Letters of Acknowledgment from various Colleges and Public Bodies, and from the Earl Marischall and Earl of Strathmore to William Wilson, of copies of the above instrument presented to them by him.

A Parchment Roll, containing Heraldic Crests, drawn with pen and ink.
ADDITIONAL.

Five Volumes of the late George Chalmers's MS. Collections for account of the following families:

Vol. I.
Abercrombie, Buckeleugh,
Ainsly, Bruce,
Arbuthnot, Buchanan,
Boyd, Campbells.

Vol. II.
Dalzell, Errol,
Douglas, Flemings,
Dundas, Forbes,
Dunbar, Grant,
Edmonstoun, Gordon.
Elphinstone,

Vol. III. wanting.

Vol. IV.
Hunter, Lowdoun,
Graham, Monteith,
Innis, Sommerville.

Vol. V.
Lermont, Leath,
Lesley, Macdonald,
Lindsay, Makgill,
Livingstone, Murray.

Vol. VI.
Oliphant, Siclair,
Skeen, Spence,
Stewart, Thorthorld.
Sommerville,